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Dr. Pepper V4 Lock Strike Kit
M011.2

TOOLS NEEDED:

1.) drill bit - 7/32"
2.) drill
3.) ratchet
4.) socket - 7/16" deepwell
5.) hammer
6.) Phillips screwdriver

ORDER: 609,030,300.04 V4 Strike kit

PARTS INCLUDED:

1 - 609,030,050.03 new two-point tap plate (see figure 2, page 2)
2 - 609,030,080.03 new lock latch strike (see figure 3, page 2)
6 - 900,301,730.21 screw, 1/4-20" type F
1 - 609,030,070.05 Instructions

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Remove the existing top and bottom two-point lock latch strikes from the cabinet, keep the 1/4-20x5/8" screws to use
for installation of new parts.

 
2. Install a new lock latch strike (609,030,080.03).  See "A", figure 1 on page 2.
 
3. Install the new two-point lock tap plate (609,030,050.03).  See "B", figure 1 on page 2.
 

A) Align the two oblong holes in the two-point lock tap plate with the tap holes in the vender where the top lock latch
was removed.

B) With a hammer, drive the point end of the two-point lock tap plate between the front of the extension "L" of the
shell and the extension vertical right of the tank.

C) Start the two (2) bolts that secure the tap plate to the tap holes in the vender.
 

4. Place a new lock latch strike (609,030,080.03) and secure it with the two bolts that are in position from 3C.  Tighten
these two bolts.  See "C", figure 1 on page 2.

 
 IMPORTANT: There are two oblong holes in the new top lock latch strike.  DO NOT DRILL THE

 HOLES TO SECURE this top plate to the tap plate until you adjust the strikes and the
 door opens and closes to your satisfaction.

 
5. Once you have adjusted both bottom and top lock strikes and the two-point lock system functions to your satisfaction,

you will need to drill a 7/32" hole in the center of each oblong hole of the top lock strike and through the top lock tap
plate.  Be careful not to drill through the outside shell of the vender.

 
6. Secure the top lock latch strike to the two-point lock tap plate.
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